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Summary-This
paper presents a theory of i~&ariorr,
defined as an increment
in CR strength
occurring
during a period of time when only unreinforced
presentations
of the CS are made, i.e. when traditionally
csrinction
would be expected to occur.
Experimental
evidence for the occurrence
of this phenomenon
is
cited, both with humans and with animals, and its relevance to the phenomena
of neurotic
disorder and
of behaviour
therapy
is considered.
The theory developed
fo account
for the phenomenon
stresses the
nocive nature OF the CR in aversive conditioning,
and suggests that if sufficiently strong this may serve as
a reinforcement
for the CS-CR link. This theory stresses the importance
of the UCR. rather than that of
the UCS. in mediating
the original
conditioning,
and suggests the formation
of a generalized
“nocive
response”
which is made up of both UCR and CR. Applications
of the theory are suggested to desensitization therapy,
aversion therapy, “implosion”
therapy. and the genesis of neurotic disorders
generally.

I. INTRODUCTION
the term “incubation”
refers to “a gro\s th of fear over a time interval
which follows some aversive stimulus.
The increase in fear is assumed to be spontaneous
in the sense that the time interval
is free of further exposure to the aversive stimulus.”
(McAllister and McAllister, 1967, p. 180.) Many studies of this phenomenon
are reported
in the literature since Diven’s (1937) original paper; the work of Bindra and Cameron (1953),
Breznitz (1967), Brush (1963) and Brush and Levine (1966), Denny and Ditchman (1962),
Desiderato and Wassarman
(1967), Desiderato et 01. (1966), Golin (1961) and Golin and
Golin (1966), Kamin (1957, 1963), McAllister and McAllister (1963) and McAllister ef a/.
(I 965), McMicheal (1966), Mednick (1957), Saltz 2nd Asdourian (I 963), and Tarpy (1966)
being perhaps best known.
McAllister and McAllister (1967) conclude a review of this
field by saying that “although the incubation-of-fear
hyopthesis has been tested in a wide
variety of situations, the phenomenon
has yet to be convincingly
demonstrated.”
(p. 189).
The view here taken is that this phenomenon,
as defined and experimentally
investigated,
does not deserve a special title. It seems possible to explain the facts adduced simply in
terms of a reminiscence-type
theory, based on consolidation
of the memory trace; such
a theory has been advanced elsewhere in connection with pursuit-rotor
learning (Eysenck,
1965), and with suitable changes it would not seem impossible to apply this theory to the
conditioning
of the CS-UCS bond. The assumption
here made is that consolidation
is
required to transfer the memory trace into long-term storage form (i.e. change it from some
reverberatory
circuit into a chemical
form probably
involving
protein
synthesis),
that this

TRADITIONALLY,

* I am indebted to the Xlaudsley and Bethlem Royal Research
Fund for the support of work leading
lo this theoretical
statement.
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to me a prepublication
draft of his paper on “incubation”
which stimulated
me to differentiate
more clearly between
his use of this term and mine.
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consolidation
takes time. and that conditioning
phenomoena
do not in this respect differ
from ordinary verbal and non-verbal learning (John, 1967). If this brief outline of a theory
is along the right lines, then it will be apparent why no special term is required for these
not very strongly appearing phenomena:
they merely exemplify certain consequences to be
deduced frorn existing theories.
In this article the term “incubation”
will be used in quite a different sense; it will be
used to refer to an increment in CR over 3 period of time when the CS is applied once or a
number of times, but vvithout reinforcement.
Normally this procedure lvould give rise to
extinction;
the fact that it may instead giv.e rise to an increment in the size of the CR (an
increment which may be substantially
larger than that which in control experiments follows
paired CSjUCS exposures) makes the alternative explanations
given of the “empty interval
incubation”
experiments inapplicable.
We must take care to keep these two types of incubation clearly separate, and the use of a common name, such as “incubation”,
is unfortunate
in that it disguises this difference. It is for this reason that the writer has previously referred
to the second type of incubation
as the “Napalkov
phenomenon”
(Eysenck, 1967).

2. THE

INCUBATION

PHENOMENON

Napalkov
(1963) vvorking with dogs, found that various nocive stimuli produced
increases’in blood pressure of less than 50 mm, complete adaptation
occurring after some
25 applications.
A single conditioning
trial, however, followed by repeated administrations
of the CS (never the UCS) brought about increases in blood pressure of 30-40 mm at
first, rising to 190-230; the hypertensive state produced lasted over a year in some cases.
Campbell ef al. (1964), vvorking with humans, gave single-trial temporary
interruptions
of respiration lasting for about 100 set, an extremely harrowing experience.
One hundred
extinction trials were given over a period of 3 weeks, and autonomic responses recorded,
Instead of extinction, there appeared an increase in size of the CER, together with stimulus
generalisation.
In both cases, therefore, the administration
of the CS unaccompanied
by
UCS resulted in an increment of the CR, rather than in extinction.
This effect seems far
more notable, and far more difficult to explain, than the consolidation
effect studied by
most previous writers under the title of “incubation.”
Lichtenstcin
(1950) reported on the inhibition
of feedin g responses in dogs following
He noied that “a
upon shock administered
while the eatin g response was occurring.
prominent
feature of the anxiety symptoms is their tendency to develop and fixate after
shock reinforcement
has been discontinued”
(p. 29.) He writes: “A further striking feature
of anxiety symptoms is that they may be formed, increased in strength, and fixated some time
after shock has been discontinued.
We have mentioned, for example, the fact that resistance
to entering the stock increased over a period of days. Tremors and tic-like movements,
not observed directly after shock application,
appeared later. The conditioned
respiratory
gasp likewise did not appear in some dogs until days after the acquisition
of the feeding
He attempts to account for the phenomena
in terms of a drive reduction
inhibition,”
theory. “Tics, tremors, struggle., etc. could .
be fixated in anxious animals if they were
followed by a drop in anxiety level. Since any response other than eating could be reinforced
by anxiety-reduction
there may be a trial and error factor accounting
for the particular
Lichtenstein
response which is stamped in.” This does not appear a very likely explanation;
does not explain why “tics, tremors, stru,,Dole, etc.” should lead to anxiety reduction or why
they should appear in the first place: trial and error behavior does not usually include such
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manifestations
of anxiety. Furthermore,
as components
of an anxiety reaction, these types
of behavior would be more likely to increase, rather than decrease anxiety, and hence
be better understood as part of the incubation
of fear/anxiety.
Dykman, Mack and Ackerman
(1965) arrived at somewhat similar conclusions
in
their work on conditioning
and extinguishing
specific and general responses in dogs;
they specifically stress the importance of non-specific CRs and point out the importance of
recording as many of these as possible.
They summarize
their findings by saying that
“in general, extinction was more upsetting than conditionin g, and this finding is contrary
to expectation.
Apparently* to some dogs the threat is more traumatic than the presence of
shock. The median number of ‘symptoms’ during all conditioning
phases was 5.0, and the
median number during extinction
was 13.0 (P<O.Ol binomial
test).” In several other
studies, Dykman and Gantt, (1958, 1960a, 1960b) and Galbrecht et al. (1960) have suggested
that “the threat of trauma continues to operate in extinction . . sometimes preserving the
CR and sometimes interfering with it as real behavioral pathology appears (see also Gantt,
1953.)
. We suggest that spontaneous
recovery could stem from a failure of the experimenter to desensitize all relevant cues, the most important cue being, of course, the UCS.
If this conjecture is correct, we could then obtain a more stable extinction by bringing back
the UCS at reduced intensity, or better, by gradually decreasing the intensity of the UCS
to a zero level.” (Dykman et al., 1965, p. 228.) Dykman et al. (1966) go on to demonstrate
that longitudinal
data, as well as genetic data from litter differences, “support the conception
that the CR is dependent
upon innate patterns of reactivity.”
(p. 330.) We will return
later to a discussion of incubation as related to personality, with special reference to humans.
Here let us merely note that the potency of “threats” (CSs) as compared with UCSs has
also been demonstrated
in the human field (Bridger and Mandel, 1964); the principle
appears to have wide applicability
(see also Cooks and Harri, 1937, and Warner, 1938.)
Studies of “partial irreversibility”
of conditioned
fear responses, such as those of
Solomon et nl. (1953), and Solomon and Wynne (1953, 1954), show an increment in CR
strength, indexed by decreased latency after withdrawal of the UCS; some of their data
suggest close affinity with the concept of incubation
here put forward. However, their data
are complicated by the fact that these experiments employed avoidance learning paradigms,
so that simple incubation
is complicated
by newly acquired avoidance responses.
Nevertheless, this work is valuable and partly relevant, and will be borne in mind when coming to
discuss our theory of incubation.
Even a cursory look at their results, will show that no
consolidation-reminiscence
theory, such as might be invoked for the majority of the
orthodox “incubation”
studies, can account for their data. One of the main reasons for
not believing that consolidation
can have been effective in the Solomon, Napalkov, Lichtenstein and Campbell studies is the time element; consolidation
is not expected to work
over periods in excess of a few hours, while in these studies increments in CR strength were
observed over weeks or even years. It is this temporal factor, coupled with the occurrence
of CSs, which sets aside the few studies under consideration
here from those reviewed by
lMcAllister and McAllister (1967).
It should be noted, however, that even the experiments giving rise to the traditional
notion of “incubation”,
which we have explained in terms of reminiscence and consolidation,
may include an element of genuine incubation
as here defined. Admittedly no ??? (unreinforced CS) is in fact presented durin g the period intervening
between conditioning
and testing after rest, but this is true only of stimuli chosen by the E and intentionally
presented to the animal or human S. In addition, as we have pointed out, there are
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many other stimuli associated with apparatus. room, experimenter,
tempsrai sequence etc
which go to make up a ECS:; some of these are likely to hate occurred during the rest
period supposedly free of E.
.4s this point was not considered by the bvriters cf the papers
quoted, it is impossible to be certain on this point, or to evaluate the frequency or the
strength of stimulation thus received; the point is mentioned rather for the sake of completeness, and to indicate that in future work it may repay attention.
A final series of experiments which may be relevant to our cor,cept of incubation relates
to higher-order conditioning,
i.e. attempts to use the CS of one experiment as the UCS in
another.
Work on “covert sensitization”
(Cautela, 1967) or “verbal aversion” techniques
(Anant, 1967) suggests that verbal and imagined stimuli (i.e. CSs acquired through a longcontinued previous process of conditioning)
may be used as UCSs and produce very strong
responses (Ashem and Dormer, 1968, Gold and Neufeld, 1965). This work is too recent,
and its theory too uncertain as yet, to do more than mention it; the absence of extinction
during a long series of evocation of what must be considered an a\,ersive c suggests that
this work may in fact be relevant to our theory.
More than that cannot be said at the
moment
3. A THEORY
OF INCUBATION
In now turning to a theoretical account which might explain these curious phenomena
which seem to run counter to the established facts of extinction, we do not wish to argue that
extinction
does not occur when the CS is presented repeatedly unaccompanied
by the
usual reinforcer.
Our argument will be that the presentation
of a CS unaccompanied
by n
UCS (to be symbolized in this paper as cs, while CS stands for a reinforced stimulus)
always provokes a decrement in CR strength, but that for reasons to be explained
it
also provokes
an increment in CR strength, so that the observed CR is the resultant
of two opposi;lg tendencies;
e.ufinclion will be observed if the decrementing
tendencies
are greater than the incrementing
ones, while incubations will be observed if the incrementing
tendencies are greater than the decrementing
ones. We shall not here be concerned with
the theoretical explanation or the nature of extinction (Kimble, 1961), but take its occurrence
as an established fact. Our concern will be exclusively with the reasons why a repetition
of Es over a period of time should lead to an increment in CR.
Consider the usual account of aversive conditioning.
A CS is followed by a UCS.
say shock, which produces a great variety of UCRs; some of these, or even one of these.
may then be singled out for study.

After a single pairing,

or after repeated

pairings

of CS

and UCS, c’s produces some, or at least segments of some, of the responses originall)
produced by the UCS. Fear/anxiety responses are of particualar interest in this connection:
they are frequently produced by nocive UCSs and are readily conditioned.
These CRs
may be similar to the original UCRs, but they need not be; under certain conditions they
may in fact be the exact opposite. Thus in rats shock (the UCS) produces parasympathetic
responses, including heart rate decrement, but the CS produces sympathetic fear responses.
including heart rate increment (Sternand Ward, 1961, 1962; Fehr and Stern, 1965.) However
that may be, CS and CS acquire the function of signalling danger and coming pain, di+
comfort, fear and annoyance;
let us denote these nocive consequences
3s NRs (noci\e
responses.) Through the intermediacy of the UCS, CS has become associated with the NRs
and signals their arrival to the organism.
(For reasons which uill become obvious later,
we prefer the term NR in this connection
to the use of the terms UCR and CR. it will
be argued that the classical account. which is implicitly accepted when we use the c\assicnl
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E,

although

over

(which may
CS and NR;

When we administer

so classical theory assures us, this reinforcement
is missing,
weakens the habit strength associating CR and NR.

It is here suggested
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a E,

and consequently
unaccompanied

by UCS or UCR, is in fact accompanied
by CR, which is a partial, possibly weak but real
NR. Hence some reinforcement
is provided, although perhaps this is so much weaker
than that accompanying
the UCS that its presence may not be very important under certain
Yet in principle it is always present, and its presence would theoretically
circumstances.
lead to a strengthening
of the CS/NR bond, and hence to some form of incubation.
What
is being suggested, in other words, is that conditioning
sets in motion a positive feed-back
cycle in which the CR provides reinforcement
for the CS. Usually the extinction process
will be stronger than this form of reinforcement,
leading to overall extinction, and making
the action of CS/NR reinforcement
unobservable,
but under certain circumstances
(e.g.
when the UCS is exceptionally strong) the extinction process may be weaker than the CS/NR
reinforcement
process and observable incubation will result.*
What is proposed, then, is this. As Kimble (1961, p. 426) points out, “stimuli associated
with painful events come, by a process of classical conditioning,
to evoke fear. The status
of fear as a motive is then inferred from the fact that it has the same properties as other
motives, those of providing the basis for learning and of influencing the vigor of behavior.”
What we propose to add is that fear, so generated, is itself a painful event, and the stimuli
associated with it (i.e. CS) therefore by classical conditioning,
come to evoke more Fear,
thus producing a positive feedback. This mechanism is well known descriptively in pychiatric disorders ; it resembles somewhat Seneca’s famous saying about “having
nothing
to fear but fear itself.” Take two clinical examples. Mr X suffers from impotence on a particular occasion, due to drink, fatigue, or illness; the CSs associated with the occasion
produce fear/anxiety as a CR. On the next occasion these CRs follow upon cs and cause
reciprocal inhibition
of sexual reflexes; this failure causes additional
anxiety/fear
CRs,
which produce an even stronger reaction the third time, thus setting in motion a positive
Feedback circle which continues
without the necessity of a new UCS-CS combination.
Or consider a person unable to go sleep to because of overfeeding, or noise; his failure (UCR)
is associated with anxiety responses, which thus condition to the CSs involved (bed, night,
etc.) The next night the UCS is missing, but the E-CR
association
produces anxiety;
the patient is worried that he may not be able to go to sleep, and now the worry keeps
him awake. Thus his anxiety builds
principal usefulness of the extinction

up by each repitition
of the ?$. Biologically,
the
mechanism
may lie in the fact that it interferes

* Traditionslly we would denote these NRs as response-produced
stimuli, in the sense that autonomic
responses, which are measurable,
such as changes in heart rate, breathing,
cessation of stomach contractions
etc. are experienced
by the organism as interoceptive
stimuli. This division is unimportant
for our argument.
It might. however, serve to reassure critics who might feel that it is somewhat
implausible
to make a response
(CR) act as its own reinforcer.
It is not CR itself which acts as reinforcer,
but rather the response-produced
stimuli;
not the autonomic,
hormonal
and muscular
reactions
themselves
but rather the experience
of
fear/anxiety
based upon them. Insofar as these CR-produced
are identicoi with the UCR-produced
stimuli,
it seems automatic
that they will bc reinforcing
in exactly the same manner;
insofar as they are differenr
they will also act as reinforcers
to the extent that they are nocive and aversive.
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(successfully in most cases) with the development
of the positive feedback implicit in the
conditioning
principle.
The same mechanism must be assumed to be present when CS is administered;
we would
postulate that to the NR produced by the UCS there is added an increment of NR produced
by the CS. In this way, it becomes possible to account for the very strong NRs achieved on
the basis of rather weak UCRs (e .g. Anderson and P~rmenter, 1911; Liddell, 1943.) UCRs
tend to decrement, due to habitation
and adaptation, just as unreinforced
CRs tend to
extinguish; these trends are opposed, sometimes successfully, sometimes not, by the CS/NK
mechanism.
(WoIpe, 1958, has made a similar suggestion to account for the growth of
neurotic disorder through many pairings of CS and weak UCS: the growth of a final CR
much stronger than the UCR is difficult to understand
in orthodox terms.) To put the
matter less technicaiiy, but perhaps more intelligibly:
Shock is followed by pain, cs is
fcllowed by fear. Shock+CS
is foilowed by fenr+pain;
this combined i\iR is more potent
(more disagreeable, more nocive, more aversive) than either alone. and hence has greater
reinforcing properties.
?% is followed by fear as the CR, which is less reinforcing than
pain+fear,
but may be sufficiently reinforcing
to more than counteract
the decremental
effects of extinctibn.
When this occurs, incubation takes place. When shock is experienced
a number of times, habitllation~adaptation
occurs, When shock is accompanied
by CS,
the addition of fear to pain may delay habituation/adaptation,
or even become stronger
in the balance and lead to the occurrence of NRs which are stronger than theoriginal
UCR
Thus there is a dynamic interplay between the componel~ts of the NR (LJCR and CR) and
the forces of habituation/adaptation
and extinction which work against an incrementing
and towards a decrementing of the CS/NR association.*
The considerations
discussed so far are likely to meet with some critiscims on the
grounds that CR and UCR are confounded.
More than that, however. is implied in the
theory, because the stress laid on the ves,~onse must contrast inevitably with the usual stress
laid on the stimulus in modern theorising.
Where the classical account links the CS with
the UC.?, we would partly ignore the UCS and concentrate
largely on the UCR. The
differentation
between UCS and UCR is in any case somewhat artificial from the point of
view of the organism which is being conditioned.
Consider aversive conditioning,
using
shock. The shock is the UCS, and painffear
the UCR; this makes sense from the point
of view of the experimenter,
who administers
the UCS, while the S experiences the pain.
However, from the S’s point of view he does not feel a shock (UCS) which produces pain
(UCR); he experiences a painful shock, i.e. LJCS and UCR are experienced simultaneously,
and not as separate, consecutive entities.
It is this Gestalt-like
NR which is being linked
with the CS through contig~~ity, and to which CR eventually
adds another increment
of pain/fear which is introspectively
very difficult or even impossible to differentiate from
+ It is interesting in this connection to note that Martin and Levey (1965) found, in their studies of
eyelid conditioning, that the first unreinforced trial following a series of paired presentations of CS and
UCS gave a response which was a combination of CR and UCR, showing clear traces of both, and stronger
than either alone. This combined response quickly extinguished, probably due to the weak arousing
properties of the UCS, but this experiment does seem to establish that the postulated evocation of the UCR
by the s can occur. Similar experiments with equally detailed attention to the nature of the response are
required in the field of strong aversive conditioning to establish the hypothesis here presented. Brady’s
(1965) experiment with the “executive” monkey may perhaps be cited as additional evidence; here both
monkeys experience LJCS and UCR, but only the “executive” monkey receives the CS, and only he acquires
ulcers (here regarded as a “response”) and dies. Clearly CS and the CR produced by it have additional
properties to merely signalling the arrival of the UCR, and the CR adds importantly to the emotional
response mediated by the UCR. (This experiment used instrumental conditioning, and is therefore only
indirectly relevant.)
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the original NR. Jn other words, the differentation
between UCS and UCR reflects preoccupation with control (the UCS is under the control of the E, and causes the UCR in
the sense that what the E does produces a response in the S;) from the S’s point of view
(and after all it is in the subject that the process of conditioning
takes place) the differentation is of doubtful relevance and value. UCS and UCR are temporally close togetherso close that the S often cannot differentiate
between them-and
in consequence
it is
difficult to disentangle
the links which contiguity
forges between CS and either; this
difficulty can best be sorted out when UCS and UCR are temporally separated.
Such sorting out is possible in the case of apomorphine
aversive conditioning,
e.g. for
alcohol addiction : the drug (UCS) is given several minutes before the nausea it causes (UCR)
supervenes.
Orthodox opinion states that conditionin g takes place when the CS precedes
the UCS; when the UCS comes first backward conditioning
is said to occur which is weak
at best and often non-existent.
In practice it is well known (Franks 1964, 1966) that strong,
conditioned
responses are obtained only when the CS immediately precedes the UCR, and
follows the UCS by several minutes. This shows clearly the importance of the CS-UCR link,
and the relative unimportance
of the CS-UCS link, a distinction which has been hidden in
most researches because of the temporal contiguity (or even identity) of UCS and UCR.
A particularly
clear example of the irrelevance of the UCS is the experiment by Campbell
et al. (1964) in which temporary interruption
of respiration (UCR) was produced by intravenous injection of succinylcholine
chloride dihydrate (UCS). “The Ss were all unaware
of the process of injection”,
which was part of a lengthy process of injection of saline
solution and sometimes of atropine (to reduce salivation;) the CS was so timed as to precede
the first sign of UCR--usually
a sudden drop in skin resistance. Here the patient is completely unaware of the UCS; furthermore
the UCS precede5 the CS. This would mark this as
a case of backward conditioning;
yet at Kimble (1961) points out, “it is apparent that backward conditioning
in which the UCS precedes the CS leads to little conditioning”
(p. 158.)
The traditional view seems to be based on the accidental temporal contiguity of UCS
and UCR; it is the occurrence of the latter, not the former, which must be preceded by
the CS. It must be clear that the view here taken requires substantial support from specially designed experiments
before it can hope to take the place of orthodox views;’ such
experiments are lacking because the orthodox view has seldom been challenged.
The theory here presented is probably deficient in not taking explicitly into account
Pavlov’s “second signalling system.”
Advocates of cognitive-type
theories of emotion
(Schachter and Singer, 1962) have drawn attention
to the important
effects of cognitive
recognition
of autonomic
feedback, whether genuine or experimentally
falsified (Valins,
1966; Valins and Ray, 1967), and Lang et al. (1967) have demonstrated
the possibility of
acquiring voluntary control over autonomic reactions, such as heart rate. A clear demarcation often appears in behavior therapy between autonomic-behavioral
and cognitive
effects; Lang and Lazovik (1963) have reported immediate
behavioral
effects of their
desensitization
therapy, but a long-delayed cognitive-autonomic
effect. While it would be
desirable to go into these important but ill-understood
matters, it would at the moment be
purely speculative; there are too few facts available to make theorising fruitful. Nevertheless, the existance of a gap should be realized, and may lead to further work in this immensely
important area. These comments are of course also relevant to our remarks about NRs
being strictly speaking “response-produced
stimuli”;
cognitive-type
theories are based
on the stimulus properties of these responses.
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SO far our analysis has dealt entirely with aversive cor;.ditioning;
\vould incubation
phenomena
also be produced in appetitive conditioning?
XloLvrer’s (1956) theoretical
concept of “hope” would suggest that such a possibility might not be too far-fetched,
and there is ample experimental
evidence for the motivational
character of secondary
(conditioned)
reinforcers
(Estes, 1943; 1948; Walker, 1942; Dinsmoor,
1950.) Direct
evidence, however, is lacking, and as the point is not essential to the main purpose of this
article, it might be best to leave this question open.
4. INCUBATION

AND

BEHAVIOR

THERAPY

The theory of incubation
(as contrasted
with simple consolidation
and reminiscence
effects) here stated has important
corollaries
for behavior therapy.
We will co:lsider
several of these, the first related to the genesis of neurotic disorders.
Consider the threestage theory of neurosis suggested by Eysenck and Rnchman (1965), according to which (I)
a traumatic
event (UCS) leads to emotional
turmoil (UCR); (2) a previously neutral
stimulus or set of stimuli (CS) becomes conditioned
to the UCS and now has the power to
produce emotional turmoil as a CR. (3) Extinction is prevented by instrumental
conditioning, the organism being rewarded for avoidin g E by reduction in strength of CR, thus
making “reality testing”. impossible (avoidance
conditioning.)
This account may serve
to describe certain types of neurotic disorders, but frequently psychiatric reports show a
rather different course which would be difficult to explain in terms of this three-stage
theory.
A traumatic
event may fail to show immediate symptoms, or where there arz
immediate symptoms they may be rather weak and quickly die out; it is later, often after a
considerable
period of time, that symptoms appear and grow, sometimes again over a
considerable
period of time, until they reach the proportions
of a full-blown neurosis.
lncubation would seem to suggest itself as a rational mechanism
which could account for
facts such as these; E presentation
at first gives only slight effects, but as long as these
are larger than the decrementing
effects of extinction they are likely on our showing to
build up into a proper NR which may even be more debilitating
than the original UCR.
Clearly the actual course of a neurotic case history is much more complex than this, with
partial reinforcement
interspersed among casual and non-systematic
CS evocations, and with
the intrusion of adventitious emotion-arousing
incidents which may be irrelevant to the CR but
act so as to sensitise the organism. However, in principle the notion of incubation makes the
general theory more life-like and less inapplicable
to reported histories of neurotic illness.
Let us now look at aversion therapy.
Here \ve may consider a point emphasised by
thing about aversion
Rachman
and Teasdale (1969), when they say: “The surprising
therapy is not that its effects are uncertain,
but rather that it works at all.” The reasons
why this is surprising are the same as the reasons why it is surprising that alI neurotic
disorders do not extinguish;
indeed, it is useful to regard ai,ersion therapy as the expsrimental inculcation
of an experimental
neurosis in a S--Mith the sole prohiso that this
is not maladaptive,
but on the contrary counteracts
maladapti1.e practices
“neurosis”
is subject to extinction, and in virtue of its tenous
on the part of the S. This “neurosis”
nature (laboratory provenance,.weak
UCS, few CS-UCS pairings) estinction under reality
conditions should be rapid. Yet, in fact, although extinction (relapse) does occur in a fair
portion of cases (Eysenck and Rachman 1965), yet it takes a long time, and often does not
seem to occur at all. Incubation
would seem to present us \\ith a mechar.ism which would
counteract extinction, and lead to a positive feedback preserving and eten strengthening
the encapsulated
“neurosis”.
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and

and Stampfl’s

Levis, 1968, 1969.) The

to what Polin (19.59) has called “flooding”,

i.e. the presentation

of E evoking strong CRs; Stampfl appears to suggest that the stronger the CR the better
the treatment.
Both Polin and Stampfl except quick extinction
to take place, and the
former adduces some animal experiments in this connection,
while the latter claims something like 100 per cent success in treatment of human neuroses (see also Hogan, 1966, and
Hogan and Kirchner, 1967.) Malleson (1959) has also reported successful treatment along
these lines in human subjects, as have Wolpin and Raines (1966.) Also relevant are response
prevention
technique studies like those of Baum (1966), Black (1958) Page (1955) and
Weinberger (1965.) Kimble and Kendall (1953) in the animal field, and Rachman (1966)
in the human field. failed to find supporting
evidence, and concluded that some form of
desensitization
was more effective. Theoretically,
“implosion”
therapy should produce
extinction quickly and efficiently as long as we consider only orthodox views; the introduction of incubation
into the process suggests that “implosion”
may either lead to extinction or to aggravation of the neurotic disorder, depending on which process is the stronger
at the time of initiation;
this in turn would presumably depend on such factors as strength
of the UCR, of the CR, and the personality of the subject. We will return to these points
again later. Here Ict us note merely that successes reported with human Ss in experimental situations
(like the Wolpin and Raines study) have dealt with non-neurotic
Ss
suffering from monosymptomatic
phobias; one would predict that with genuine neurotics
aggravation
rather than cure would result from “implosion”
therapy.
However, this
whole region is clearly of considerable interest and relevance to our theory, and much more
empirical study of high quality will be needed before any definite conclusions can be drawn.
The same can perhaps be said of a related topic which arises in connection
with desensitization
therapy, namely the frequently noted tendency for patients to relapse when
in the course of therapy a part of the habit-family
hierachy is touched upon which is still
too sensitive to be sufficiently counteracted
by relaxation (Wolpe, 1958.) This reaction is
of course akin to “implosion”
therapy or “flooding”,
but instead of being welcomed as
leading to extinction it is shunned by practitioners
as retarding the curative process. Yet
curiously
already

enough
noticed

there is nothing

in orthodox

in the last paragraph,

theory

the presentation

to justify

this practice;

of the cs

should

as we have

not lead to an

increment
in CR, however anxiety-producing
the cs.
The fact that such incremental
reactions are widely documented
in the literature
on behavior
therapy (Eysenck and
Rachman, 1965j suggests the need for a concept like incubation,
without of course proving
that the particular theory of incubation
here adopted is in fact the correct one.
It will in any case be clear that the incubation
formation of neurosis and to aversion, desensitization
theoretical;
while it fits in with clinically suggested

process envisaged in relation to the
and “implosion”
therapy is completely
facts there is no direct evidence, such
as might be provided by direct CR measurement
under conditions
of CS presentation.
Such experiments
should not be too difficult to devise, and until they have in fact been
carried out not too much stress should be laid on the potential usefulness of this theory. Even
in the laboratory the support for it rests on just a few experiments,
none of which can be
said to be unequivocal;
alternative hypotheses have not been entirely ruled out. Yet the
potential usefulness of the incubation
hypothesis,
whether in the precise form given it
here or not, is so large that it may repay experimental
study.
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In devising such experiments,
it may be useful to specify certain parameter values
which may make more likely the evocation of incubation
responses. Two such parameters
in particular suggest themselves, one related to the strength of the UCR, the other to the
personality of the subject. As regards the former, it woufd seem likely that strong, traumatic
UCRs are more likely than weak ones to produce incubation
phenomena;
weak UCRs
are likely to lead to extinction prevailing over incubation.
The literature certainly suggests
that this variable is an important
one; Napalkov, Campbell et al. and Solomon and his
associates all used what were unusually strong stimuli. (In the case of Napalkov this cannot
be said with any degree of assurance as his account is not explicit on this point.) It will
be noted that we have specified that the UCR should be strong, rather than the UCS; the
two wil1 of course usually be correlated, but this correiation is far from perfect. Identical
electric shocks of medium intensity will have different effects on two people of whom one
is already terrified of electricity, while the other is well accustomed
to dealing with it;
identical UCSs will lead to quite different UCRs. This obvious point is often neglected
in theoretical discussions.
The other parameter in question also has a bearin g on the possible lack of relation
between UCS and UCR.
People high on neuroticism-anxiety-emotionality
are more
likely to show a strong UCR to a given UCS than are people low on this personality dimension; hence they are more likely to demonstrate
incubation
phenomena.
People who
condition
well and strongly are more likely to show incubation,
which after all is a conditioning phenomenon;
hence we may postulate that the personality
dimension of extraversion- introversion,
which is associated with cortical arousal and inhibition,
and through
this with conditioning,
will also be involved in the genesis of incubation
phenomena
(Eysenck and Levey, 1967.) These relationships,
if confirmed, may explain why apparently
similar environmental
conditions
lead to incubation
in some subjects, to extinction
in
others. The complex dynamic interplay involved will obviously require a great deal of
experimental
clarification.* In summary, then, it is suggested that (1) there are two varieties of incubation
so-called,
of which the first (increment of CR after period of non-evocation)
is probably nothing more
than a slight excess of consolidation-reminiscence
effect over retroactive inhibition.
(2)
A second variety of incubation,
of much greater interest and the only kind here considered,
refers to increments in CR after several evocations of the unreinforced
CS. (3) Incubation
so conceived has some experimental backing, both in animal work and in work with humans.
(4) Incubation seems a necessary concept to account for certain phenomena in the formation
of neurotic disorders, and also in the methodoIo~y
of aversion therapy.
(5) A theory of
incubation
can be envisaged which proposes that CRs are themselves reinforcing, and add
their force to the UCR, or may take its place when CS is not reinforced.
(6) Incubation
is postulated to occur whenever aversive conditioning
takes place, but is usually not observed
because extinction,
which is also postulated to occur, is stronger than incubation,
thus
leading to a performance decrement when CS is not reinforced.
(7) When CS is reinforced,
* The relationship between strength of UCR and personality is of course reciprocal as pointed out
by Savage and Eysenck (1964). They quote as an example the studies of Rosenbaum (1953, 1956) who
demonstrated that threat of a strong-shock led to greater generalisation than did threat of a weak shock;
similarly anxious subjects showed greater generalisation to identical stimuli than did non-anxious subjects.
It is likely that among the CRs which one would want to measure in an experimental test of the hypothesis
here presented would be the generalisation of stimuli and responses; several authors have noted greater
generalisation in the consolidation-reminiscence
type of incubation phenomenon mentioned at the beginning
of this paper (e.g. Desiderato and Wassarman, 1967; Desiderato ef al., 1966; Lacy and Smith, 1954;
McAllister and McAllister, 1963; Perkins and Weyant, 1958; Thomas and Lopez, 1962.)
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incubation
increments
are added to the UCR and counteract
adaptation/habituation
phenomena.
(8) Incubation
is more likely to occur in certain types of persons, such as
subjects with high scores on neuroticism-anxiety-emotionality
inventories.
(9) Incubation
is more likely to be observable where the UCR is exceptionally
strong. (IO) In general.
it is suggested that orthodox theories of conditioning
throw too much weight on the UCS,
and tend to neglect the importance of the UCR.
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